Abstract. A numerical scheme for solving fractional initial value problems involving the Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivative is presented. Some examples for the proposed method are included, both for equations and systems of fractional initial value problems.
Introduction
For a long period the fractional calculus, that is derivatives and integrals of nonnatural order, was developed as a purely theoretic field [18, 20] . Very recently, it has been shown that it can be used to explain certain physical problems, and also for processes where memory effects are important [12] . In this direction, while the classical derivative gives us the instantaneous rate of change of a function, the parameter of the fractional derivative can be understood as a memory index of the variation of the function, taking into account the previous instants. For this reason, in last years, fractional calculus has been fruitfully applied to different fields [17, 21] , and in particular to epidemiological models [1, 2, 5] . It is also interesting to mention some recent works in order to find appropriate fractional analogues of the so-called special functions [3, 4, 15] .
There exist various definitions -Riemann, Liouville, Caputo, Grunwald-Letnikov, Marchaud, Weyl, Riesz, Feller, and others-for fractional derivatives and integrals, (see e.g. [13, 14, 18, 20] and references therein). This diversity of definitions is due to the fact that fractional operators take different kernel representations in different function spaces. In a recent work Caputo and Fabrizio [9] introduced a new fractional derivative, analyzed e.g. in [16] . Moreover, in [7] another fractional derivative with non-local and non-singular kernel was proposed.
The main aim of this article is to present a numerical scheme for solving fractional initial value problems involving the fractional derivative introduced by Atangana and Baleanu [7] .
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the basic definitions and notations are introduced, including the Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivatives and integral. In Section 3 the relationship between Atangana-Baleanu derivative in Riemann-Liouville sense and Atangana-Baleanu fractional integral is derived. Finally, in Section 4 a numerical scheme for solving fractional initial value problems (and fractional systems) involving the Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivatives is proposed, and some numerical examples are also included.
Basic definitions and notations
The exponential function, exp(t), plays a fundamental role in mathematics and it is really useful in the theory of integer order differential equations. In the case of fractional order, the Mittag-Leffler function appears in a natural way.
This function provides a simple generalization of the exponential function because of the replacement of k! = Γ(k + 1) by (αk)! = Γ(αk + 1) in the denominator of the terms of the exponential series. Due to this, such function can be considered the simplest nontrivial generalization of exponential function.
Let 
The Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivative of f of order α in Caputo sense with base point a is defined at a point t ∈ (a, b)
The Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivative of f of order α of f in Riemann-Liouville sense with base point a is defined at a point t ∈ (a, b) as
Definition 2.5. The Atangana-Baleanu fractional integral of order α with base point a is defined as
Remark 1. Notice that if α = 0 in (2.4) we recover the initial function, and if α = 1 in (2.4) we obtain the ordinary integral.
Remark 2. If we impose that the average in (2.4) is equal to one,
.
Let us recall the following result [8, Theorem 3] concerning the Laplace transform of both fractional derivatives. Theorem 2.6. The following Laplace transforms hold
Further properties of Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivative
In this section we establish the relationship between Atangana-Baleanu derivative in Riemann-Liouville sense and Atangana-Baleanu fractional integral.
such that the Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivative exists. Then, the following relations hold true
Proof. We establish the first relation (3.1) by using the Laplace transform. From Definition 2.5 we have
By applying on both sides of the latter equation the Laplace transform, by using Theorem 2.6 we obtain
We shall now obtain (3.2) by using again the Laplace transform. From Definition 2.5 we have (3.5)
If we apply the Laplace transform to both sides of (3.5), by using Theorem 2.6 it yields
Numerical solution of fractional initial value problems involving the Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivative in Caputo sense
Let us now consider the fractional initial value problem
by using (3.2). Let us assume that (4.1) has a unique solution on [0, T ], and consider the lattice {t n = nh} N n=0 where N is a nonnegative integer, with h = T /N. Then,
In a similar way as in [10] for the Caputo fractional derivative, for the integral part, we use the product trapezoidal quadrature formula to replace the integral where the nodes t j are computed with respect to the weight function (t n+1 − ·) α−1 . That is, (4.4)
where now theḡ n+1 is the piecewise linear interpolant for g with nodes and knots chosen at the nodes t j . Hence, (4.5)
where
which can be compared with [10] . As a consequence, we obtain the corrector formula
In order to obtain the predictor formula, we follow again [10] and use the product rectangle rule
in order to obtain (4.9)
Example 1. Let us consider the initial value problem (4.10)
The explicit solution of the above fractional initial value problem is (4.11)
, which can be obtained by using (2.6). Notice that as α → 1 (4.11) goes formally to t 2 /2 + y(0). In the particular case α = 1/2 then (4.11) reduces to (4.12) In Figure 1 we show the exact solution and its approximation by using the predictorcorrector method proposed. We would like to notice that for larger number of nodes in [0, 1] the approximated solution coincides with the exact solution in the whole interval. For computing these values (predictor and corrector) we have numerically solved for each step k the implicit equations given by the scheme. Notice that if we consider the differential equation y ′ = exp(−ty) with initial condition y(0) = 1 then numerically we have y(1) = 1.54153.
In Figure 2 we show the approximation of the solution of (4.13) found by using the predictor-corrector method proposed. First of all, we shall solve explicitly this fractional initial value problem by using Laplace transform. In doing so, if we apply the Laplace transform to the first equation of (4.14) we get Figure 2 . Approximation of the solution of (4.13) by using the predictorcorrector method proposed. which implies
As a consequence, we obtain that
is the explicit solution of (4.14), where E α (t) denotes the Mittag-Leffler function defined in (2.1). By using the numerical scheme proposed in this article, with α = 9/10, y 0 = 1, and 20 points of discretization, we obtain the following table of numerical values for the solution of (4.14) with the predictor In Figure 3 we show the explicit solution of (4.14) given by (4.15) and the approximation of the solution of (4.14) found by using the predictor-corrector method proposed. Moreover, in Figure 4 we show the explicit solution of (4.14) given by (4.15) and the approximation of the solution of (4.14) found by using the predictor-corrector method proposed by considering h = 0.01 as step size for the mesh, with α = 9/10, and y 0 = 1. . Explicit solution of (4.14) given by (4.15) and the approximation of the solution of (4.14) found by using the predictor-corrector method proposed, by considering h = 0.01 as step size for the mesh, with α = 9/10, and y 0 = 1.
In this case, we shall fix a value of α close to one in order to compare the numerical solution with the exact solution, which is just known in the classical situation [6] . Let us fix r = −5, α = 99/100, y 0 = 1/2, and step size h = 0.01. Then, the numerical solution and the exact solution (of the classical case) are compared in Figure 5 . 
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a numerical scheme to solve fractional initial value problems involving the Atangana-Baleanu fractional derivative. Some examples have been presented in order to show how the method works in different situations, running from very simple fractional initial value problems, fractional extensions of y ′ = t or y ′ = y, to fractional logistic equation, for which the exact solution is not known. A fractional analogue of the Lotka-Volterra equations has been also considered. It should be finally mentioned that our goal here is not to exploit all possible situations covered by this numerical scheme, but to emphasize that it can be used to solve numerically many fractional initial value problems. Further research related with the accuracy of the method is now under analysis.
